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Hydrothermal Coating of Patterned Carbon Nanotube
Forest for Structured Lithium-Ion Battery Electrodes
Sarah Jessl, Davor Copic, Simon Engelke, Shahab Ahmad, and Michael De Volder*
mixtures (e.g., organic and inorganic) and
require good electron transport between
both materials. For instance, in Li-ion battery (LIB) electrodes, a conductive additive
(often carbon nanoparticles), and active
battery materials are mixed and controlling
electron transfer between these materials is
important for the battery performance. Previous studies have shown that synthesizing
the active material directly on the surface of
the conductive additive enhances electron
transport and allows, for instance, to drastically improve the battery lifetime.[1–11] In
addition to controlling the material interface, the long-range order of nanomaterials
in battery electrodes is important to control
the electron transport, as well as the electrode tortuosity to improve Li-ion transport. This can, for instance, be achieved by
vertically aligned carbon nanotube (VACNT)
“forests,” which are interesting conductive
backbones for battery electrodes as they are
electrochemically stable and provide a direct electrical wiring perpendicular to the current collectors.[12,13] In addition, techniques
are available to organize CNTs in high aspect ratio structures[12–18]
and to shape them in various forms,[19–21] which allows to create,
for instance, thick Si LIB anodes[7] and flexible batteries.[22–25]
While the above advances are impressive, the current coating
methods for VACNT forests are mainly based on gas phase
processes (e.g., chemical vapor deposition of Si) in order not
to damage these fragile structures,[18] which limits the battery
chemistries that can be used. Alternatively, active battery particle
suspensions have been drop-casted on VACNT forests,[21,26,27]
but this requires attention to the stability of the CNT forest,[21]
and because this does not result in good interfaces between both
materials; this often leads to shorter lifetimes.[1–11] To address this
challenge, we developed a protocol that allows for hydrothermal
coating of metal oxide nanoparticles (α-Fe2O3-nanoflakes)
directly on patterned CNT forest without damaging the VACNT
structures.[22,28–32] To the best of our knowledge, one-step hydrothermal synthesis has not been used to decorate patterned
VACNT forests for battery electrodes previously as this process
tends to destroy VACNT structures (see further).
Figure 1A shows the difference in electrode morphology
between a classic battery slurry (Figure 1A left), and the structured VACNT honeycomb architecture proposed in this work
(Figure 1A right). The latter offers (i) an efficient electron transport from active material to the Cu current collector through
the vertically aligned CNT backbone; (ii) a robust high surface
area electrode for high areal mass loading of active material;
(iii) an open structure for efficient Li-ion transport; and (iv) a

Controlling the arrangement and interface of nanoparticles is essential to
achieve good transfer of charge, heat, or mechanical load. This is particularly
challenging in systems requiring hybrid nanoparticle mixtures such as
combinations of organic and inorganic materials. This work presents a
process to coat vertically aligned carbon nanotube (CNT) forests with metal
oxide nanoparticles using microwave-assisted hydrothermal synthesis.
Hydrothermal processes normally damage delicate CNT forests, which is
addressed here by a combination of lithographic patterning, transfer printing,
and reduction of the synthesis time. This process is applied for the fabrication
of structured Li-ion battery (LIB) electrodes where the aligned CNTs provide a
straight electron transport path through the electrode and the hydrothermal
coating process is used to coat the CNTs with conversion anode materials
for LIBs. These nanoparticles are anchored on the surface of the CNTs and
batteries fabricated following this process show a fourfold longer cyclability.
Finally, this process is used to create thick electrodes (350 µm) with a
gravimetric capacity of over 900 mAh g−1.

1. Introduction
Because of the large surface area of nanoparticles, controlling
the interface between nanoparticles and their surroundings is
important for most nanotechnology applications. This is particularly true for applications that require hybrid nanomaterial
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Figure 1. A) Comparison of the morphologies of a standard battery electrode (left) and our suggested electrode structure (right), which allows for better
Li-ion and electron transport. B) Fabrication process of the electrodes using CVD growth of CNTs and hydrothermal synthesis of α-Fe2O3 nanoplatelets.

good interface between the active material and the CNTs by
the in situ hydrothermal synthesis for a long battery lifetime.
A disadvantage of this new open electrode structure is that it
has a lower volumetric density and requires more electrolyte,
which can be expensive. However, we believe that the proposed
honeycomb structure is interesting for applications such as onchip batteries where a small footprint on the Si chip is more
important than the volumetric or gravimetric performance.
These microbatteries often have an porous architecture,[33]
which requires more electrolyte. We believe this is justified by
the fact that the fabrication cost of microbatteries is typically
high compared to the electrolyte and because of their small size
the amount of electrolyte is limited. Further work could look
into reducing the honeycomb lattice size, as well as molding
processes to fabricate these structures more cost-effectively.[34]
Hydrothermal coating of VACNTs is made possible in this work
by: (i) patterning and oxidizing the VACNTs to allow for a good precursor access through the thickness of the electrodes. (ii) Using a
transfer printing method that decouples the substrate on which the
CNTs are synthesized and coated from the collector electrode material needed for the battery. In addition, this transfer printing process secures the CNTs firmly to the substrate during the synthesis
and prevents delamination. (iii) Using a microwave synthesis process to reduce the reaction time and efficiently heat the CNTs.[35]
(iv) Using a hydrothermal protocol that does not require a high
temperature annealing step as this would decompose our transfer
printing binder and possibly damage the CNTs (see further).
Overall, we anticipate that the above approach can be used to
decorate aligned CNT structures with a variety of nanoparticles.
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Here, hematite was selected as an anode material to demonstrate this process. Hematite is interesting since it can be synthesized by a variety of well-documented methods;[29–32,36–41]
moreover, it is cost effective and can store 1006 mAh g−1
following a conversion reaction[31,40,42]
Fe 2O3 + 6Li + → 3Li 2O + 2Fe

(1)

Finally, because hematite nanoparticles are synthesized
directly onto the CNT backbones, a binder is only needed
locally at the base of the CNT structure to secure it on the Cu
current collector foil (see Figure 1A right), which is advantageous compared to the standard battery electrodes, made from
a slurry, which have binder throughout the electrode structure
(see Figure 1A left). This allows to create thick electrodes (here
350 µm) where the top part of the battery is binder free to further enhance transport.[21,43] Electrochemical measurements
show that our proposed electrode architecture allows for over
a fourfold improvement in lifetime, combined with a twofold
improvement in areal loading and excellent utilization of the
active materials (gravimetric capacity of ≈912 mAh g−1).

2. Fabrication and Synthesis Process
The fabrication process of the electrodes is illustrated in
Figure 1B and detailed in the Experimental Section. First, a
catalyst layer (10 nm Al2O3–1 nm Fe) is patterned using UVlithography (see the Experimental Section, Figure 1B1). From
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this catalyst layer, VACNTs are grown using a thermal chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) protocol (see the Experimental Section, Figure 1B2). This structure is then microcontact transfer
printed onto a conductive layer on a glass substrate, termed
as PCP film, composed of poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF)
and conductive additives (CNTs and phenyl C61 butyric acid
methyl ester (PCBM)), following a recipe previously reported[21]
(Figure 1B3). This ≈15 µm thick film acts as a conductive and
adhesive binder. Importantly, this film only infiltrates in the
base of our 350 µm thick electrodes (Figure S3d, Supporting
Information), which therefore operate mostly as a binder-free
system. During the contact printing process the conductive
PCP film is first placed on a hot-plate at 175 °C, the VACNT
microstructures are then pushed onto the film and after cooling
down to room temperature, the Si-wafer substrate is removed,
leaving the CNT electrode strongly attached to the conductive
film (Figure 1B4). Figure S1 (Supporting Information) shows
that the capillary rise of the adhesive film in the CNT forest is
only about 10 µm high. Next, the transfer-printed electrodes are
treated with UV–ozone to oxidize the CNT walls and improve
their wetting.[44,45] The electrodes are then loaded in a
microwave-assisted hydrothermal reactor with an aqueous
iron-sulfate precursor solution and are heated up to 165 °C for
6 h (Figure 1B5). Finally, the PCP film with these new decorated
electrodes is peeled off the glass substrate and then assembled
in half coin cells with a copper current collector and compared
to reference electrodes using a slurry of CNT powders with active
nanoparticles prepared by the same microwave hydrothermal
synthesis method as well as CNT honeycomb structures with
the same active particles drop-casted on the electrodes instead
of being functionalized in situ.

3. Results and Discussion
Figure 2a,b shows the CNT scaffold before and after the
microwave-assisted hydrothermal reaction. The aspect ratio
of the pores is over 17, and their structure is maintained
during the harsh hydrothermal processing conditions, with
just a slight reshaping into a honeycomb-like structure due
to capillary aggregation when drying the sample (close-ups
in Figure S2, Supporting Information, and large-area images
in Figure S3a–c, Supporting Information).[13,46–48] The height
evolution of the structure during these processing steps is
also shown in Figure S3d. The hydrothermal synthesis results
in iron oxide nanoplatelets that are ≈150 nm wide and are
anchored on the CNTs (Figure 1A and Figure S4, Supporting
Information). X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements of iron
oxide particles formed during the hydrothermal synthesis
in solution confirm they are hematite (see Figure 2c). All
peaks were indexed and match well with the rhombohedral
phase (R-3c space group), confirming that this one-step reaction can be used to obtain crystalline Fe2O3-platelets without
thermal annealing directly on VACNT. This is important
since annealing would decompose the PVDF-based conductive PCP film and potentially damage the CNTs. Raman spectroscopy before and after the above process (Figure 2d) shows
that the G/D ratio of the CNTs decreases, as expected from
the UV–ozone treatment,[44,49] and further the coated forests
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Figure 2. a,b) SEM images of the microstructured VACNTs before and
after microwave-assisted hydrothermal synthesis of α-Fe2O3. c) XRD and
d) the Raman spectra of the synthesized materials.

also show several peaks associated to α-Fe2O3.[50,51] Finally,
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) shows that 27 wt% of the
electrodes is CNTs (Figure S4c, Supporting Information),
which is slightly higher than the typical 10 wt% of conductive additive. However, in this case, the CNTs also act as a
high-area scaffold, and they allow for an almost binder-free
operation. Finally, we demonstrate that our approach for
microwave-assisted hydrothermal synthesis on VACNTs can
also be used with other reactions. For example, Figure S5
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Figure 3. a) Charge–discharge curves and b) cyclic voltammetry of the hydrothermally synthesized CNT- Fe2O3 honeycomb electrode. c) Cycling at 0.2 C of the
d) new electrode architecture, e) the same CNT honeycomb architecture with drop-casted active material, and f) a CNT-active material film casted at 100 µm.

(Supporting Information) shows a solvothermal synthesis
route for Fe2O3 nanosheets,[52] which we analyzed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) (Figure S5d, Supporting Information).
Battery measurements performed in half-cell configuration are summarized in Figure 3. The charge–discharge
curves at 0.05C (Figure 3a) have a well-defined voltage plateau
at 0.75 V which agrees with the CV measurements (Figure 3b,
0.01 mV s−1).[29] This voltage plateau corresponds to the conversion of Fe3+ to Fe0, whereas the redox current peak in the CV
at 1.75 V corresponds to the oxidation reaction of Fe0 to Fe3+
(see Equation 1 in the Introduction).[31,40,42]
After ≈20 cycles, the battery capacity stabilizes at 912 mAh g−1
(Figure 3c,d) which is close to the theoretical capacity of α-Fe2O3
(1006 mAh g−1),[42] and confirms that the CNTs are able to contact the active material well despite the 350 µm thickness of the
electrode. This efficient electrical network results in a better utilization of the active material (see initial capacities in Figure 3c)
and is also important for the stability of the electrode. In a control experiment, the same patterned VACNT forests are coated
by simply drop-casting iron oxide nanoparticles in ethanol
(synthesized using the same protocol) rather than using our in
situ hydrothermal process. As shown in Figure 3d,e, hydrothermally coated and drop-casted electrodes look very similar under
SEM. However, the latter show a rapid capacity fade which might
be due to the formation of insulating a solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer between the CNTs and the drop-casted particles
(Figure 3c and Figure S7, Supporting Information). This finding
is in agreement with previous reports that show that synthesis
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of active materials directly on reduced graphene oxide (rGO)
supports better capacity retention over cycling than physical mixtures of the same materials.[1] The better cycling stability of the
honeycomb electrodes is also reflected in a higher Coulombic
efficiency, which is shown in Figure S8 (Supporting Information).
As a further control experiment, a conventional battery
electrode was casted from a slurry containing the same active
material, PVDF as binder, and commercial CNT powder as conductive additive (80:10:10) with a thickness of 100 µm. These
battery electrodes were cycled at 0.2 C for 50 cycles (Figure 3c,f)
and also showed a rapid capacity decay despite having a lower
areal loading (0.45 mg cm−2) than the CNT honeycomb structure (1 mg cm−2 average of three samples). We anticipate
that the areal loading of the CNT honeycombs can be further
enhanced in the future by reducing the cell size. In addition, we
observed some variation in gravimetric capacity between cells,
which might be due to differences in utilization of the active
material and differences in the phase of the active material.
Next, the rate performance of the batteries was tested (Figure 4).
When cycled at 1C, the electrode retains over 400 mAh g−1, which
is good given the thickness of the electrode. This is likely due to
the open structure of the electrode and the good electric network
provided by the CNTs. Further, we found that the battery recovers
its initial capacity when reducing the rate, and can be cycled over
160 times without signs of capacity fade, whereas the control
experiments show very little capacity after 40 cycles (see Figures 3c
and 4). To investigate the structural stability of the electrode during
cycling, a coin cell battery was opened after 40 cycles and imaged
by SEM, as shown in Figure 4. The honeycomb structure is found
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Figure 4. Cycling rate testing of the structured CNT-Fe2O3 electrode
(upper image). Post-mortem SEM analysis of an electrode after 40 cycles
(lower image).

to be maintained during cycling, which further confirms the
robustness of the CNT scaffolds and novel microcontact transfer
approach for binding them to the collector electrode.

4. Conclusion
Vertically aligned CNT forests offer a unique template for fabricating hierarchical structures with a controlled morphology
at different length-scales. Unfortunately, these structures are
fragile and therefore the modification of their surface chemistry
or surface decoration is typically limited to gas phase processes.
In this work, we have developed a combination of lithographic
patterning and transfer printing which allows for microwaveassisted hydrothermal decoration of CNT forests with metal
oxide nanoparticles. This process was used to coat a conversion
anode material for LIBs on aligned CNT forests. This is attractive because of the high electrical conductivity and tortuosity of
the CNTs as well as the good interface between the CNTs and
the active battery material. In addition, manufacturing challenges such as phase segregation of the conductive additive and
the active material are addressed using this process. We have
fabricated 350 µm thick electrodes showing a capacity of over
900 mAh g−1 along with a fourfold improvement in cyclability
compared to CNT forests decorated by drop-casting. Finally,
post-mortem analysis suggests that the developed electrode
structure does not deteriorate during battery cycling.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.

5. Experimental Section
Patterning of Catalyst for CNT Growth: The catalyst was prepared on
a silicon wafer by standard photolithography up to the resolution limit
of the employed slide mask (1.8 µm). An adhesion promoter (Ti-prime),
AZ 5214E positive photoresist, and AZ 351B developer were used for
the photolithography. After patterning the Si wafer with photoresist, the
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catalyst was deposited onto the wafer using an e-beam physical vapor
deposition (PVD) system (Lesker). The catalyst deposited is a 10 nm
alumina (Al2O3, 1 Å s−1), followed by a 1 nm iron layer (Fe, 0.25 Å s−1).
After the photoresist is lifted off, the catalyst is patterned.
CNT Growth: For the growth of VACNTs, an atmospheric pressure tube
furnace was used. The standard procedure for the growth is an annealing
time of 15 min under helium (100 sccm) and hydrogen (400 sccm) gas
stream, then ethylene (100 sccm) was introduced. The time ethylene
flows (=growth time) and the temperature of the furnace were used to
control the forest height. The samples were grown at a temperature of
750 °C for 60 min. After the growth time the tube was pulled out of the
furnace allowing the substrates to cool down in a helium atmosphere.
Transfer onto PCP Film: The PCP (PVDF, CNT, and PCBM) film was
prepared following a protocol this group published previously.[21] In
short, a solution of methanofullerene PCBM (15 mg), PVDF (300 mg),
and CNTs (15 mg) in 6 mL dimethylformamide (DMF) was prepared,
ball-milled, and drop-casted onto a glass slide. After drying, the
temperature was increased to 175 °C to soften the PVDF. The grown
VACNT microstructures were then transferred onto the PCP film using
microcontact printing.
α-Fe2O3 CNT Structure Synthesis: For the synthesis of iron oxide
(Fe2O3), a published protocol was modified for the use as a microwaveassisted synthesis.[29] The solution was prepared by dissolving
12.25 × 10−3 M of iron(III) sulfate hydrate (Fe2(SO4)3·H2O, 244.98 g mol−1,
Fisher) in 35 mL of deionized (DI) water and 5 mL of glycerol
(92.09 g mol−1, Atom Scientific). After stirring for 10 min, the solution
was transferred into teflon liners for the microwave reactor. For the
VACNT structure modification, the structures on the PCP film were
treated with UV–ozone (Bioforce Nanoscience) for 60 min, placed in a
Teflon holder, and then slowly put into the solution. The liners were put
into the microwave reactor (Multiwave Pro, Anton Paar) and heated to
165 °C for 6 h. Afterward, the electrode film was removed, the powder
was filtered, and everything was washed with DI water.
α-Fe2O3 CNT Structure Drop-Casting: For the drop-casting of the
previously synthesized iron oxide (Fe2O3) nanoparticles, these were
dispersed in ethanol (7.5 mg in 1 mL) and 40 µL (=0.2 mg) were dropcasted onto the previously prepared CNT honeycomb structures on the
PCP film to obtain about the same amount of active material.
Conventional Electrode Fabrication: For the reference electrode,
microwave-synthesized iron oxide, PVDF, and CNTs in a ratio of 80:10:10
were mixed in a mortar with NMP and blade-cast (100 µm) on etched
copper. The electrodes were dried in an oven at 60 °C.
Battery Fabrication and Electrochemical Measurements: CR 2032 type
cells were assembled in an Ar filled (<0.5 ppm H2O and <0.5 O2)
glove box (MBraun). CNTs and iron oxide and a pure Li metal foil were
used as electrodes with 1.0 M LiPF6 EC/DMC (Sigma Aldrich, battery
grade) as electrolyte and a Celgard as separator. The electrochemical
measurements were carried out using a VMP3 Biologics multichannel
potentiostat/battery cycler.
Characterization: SEM measurements were taken using a Leo 1530VP
Gemini from Zeiss operating at an accelerating voltage of 8 keV and using
an In-Lens detector. Samples were not sputtered with a metal layer. The
XRD system used is a D8- B1-Gen10 Bruker XRD. Measurements were done
with a step size of 0.05°(2θ), and a step time of 0.5 s. The software X-Pert
Highscore Plus was used for the data evaluation. Raman measurements
were done using a Bruker Senterra equipment with a 532 nm laser.
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